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2022 Jay Feather 27BHB $42,995
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Description Used 2022 Jayco Jay Feather 27BHB Jayco Jay Feather travel trailer 27BHB
highlights: Double Size Bunks Dual Entry Jackknife Sofa Entry Bench Seat Outside
Kitchen Exterior Storage   Get out and experience new campgrounds with this
spacious trailer that offers a slide out jack knife sofa and booth dinette giving you
dining, relaxing and sleeping space as well as more interior floor space to move
from the front to the back. The dual entries are a great feature as well when you
have eight campers on your trip. And having the second exterior entry/exit to the
full bathroom is convenient for all. The cook will love the choice of making meals
inside with full amenities or on the outside kitchen when relaxing under the 21'
power awning with LED lights. And the front bedroom gives you a queen bed, dual
wardrobes and windows for great views when inside. You might like to choose a
few options such as theater seating or a tri-fold sofa in place of the jack knife
sofa, the 120V heated tank pads for those cooler camping trips, an 8 cu. ft.
refrigerator for more cold storage, and/or the Solar Power package if you want to
camp off-grid.   With any Jay Feather travel trailer by Jayco, you will experience an
easy-to-tow, lightweight dual axle RV that is built on an American-made frame
with an aerodynamic, rounded front profile with a diamond plate to protect
against road debris, and includes Azdel composite in the perimeter walls, and
Stronghold VBL vacuum-bonded, laminated floor and walls, plus the Magnum
Truss roof system. Also included are features in the Customer Value package,
and the Sport package which offers aluminum tread entry steps, roof-mount solar
prep, an LED TV, and the Glacier package which includes an enclosed underbelly.
The interior provides residential-style kitchen countertops with a decorative
backsplash, residential plank-style vinyl flooring for easy care, a decorative
wallboard for style, and ball-bearing drawer guides with 75 lb. capacity to mention
a few of the amenities. Choose your favorite today!  Front
Bedroom|Bunkhouse|Two Entry/Exit Doors|Outdoor Kitchen

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 41715A
VIN Number: fife-41715A
Length: 398
GVW: 7600
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 1

Item address 5111 20th Street East, 98424, Fife, Washington, United States
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